
Famous Names and Places 
Florence Nightingale (nursing)


Sir Robert Peel (police)


Key Facts 
* Name objects that people use in their jobs 

and the material they have been made from:

- metal: handcuffs, spanner, scalpel

- plastic: helmet, disposable apron, bucket

- rubber: hose, stethoscope, gloves


* Name jobs of people who help us and 
recognise how they have changed over 
time:


- teachers

- doctors and nurses

- police officers

- fire fighters

- postal workers

- meteorologists


* Recognise properties of certain materials, 
making them suitable for their use:


- waterproof fabrics used for clothing

- strong metals for handcuffs etc.

- flexible materials


* Know about the impact of significant 
individuals:


- Florence Nightingale improved nursing and 
hospital care for patients


Mathematical Concepts 
* Count in steps of 2, 3 and 5 from 0

* Count in 10s from any number, forward and 

backwards

* Recognise the place value of each digit in a 

two-digit number (tens and ones)

* Number bonds to 10 and 20

* Know 2, 5 and 10 times tables

* Read and write numbers to 100

* Find combinations of coins that equal the 

same amount of money

* Tell and write the time to the nearest five 

minutes

* Know the number of minutes in an hour and 

hours in a day.

* Name and identify properties of 2D shapes, 

including line symmetry 
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People Who Help Us

Key Vocabulary 
ambulance 

paramedic

police car / police officer

fire engine / fire fighter

helicopter

postal workers

meteorologist

refuse disposers

teacher

doctor

nurse

dentist

optician

caretaker

metal

plastic

rubber

wood

waterproof

flexible

strong

seasons

spring

summer

autumn

winter

Relevant Dates 
1860 - Florence Nightingale set up first 
training school for nurses

1829 - Sir Robert Peel formed the first 
modern police force in England


